(i) ntij^O for all i and j, (Ü) Ei-o ^i.i=C< oo uniformly in i, (iii) linii..*, mi,j = 0 for all/, (iv) limi.« E.T-0 *»»,.; = 1-Such a matrix M represents a positive regular summation method, and a good deal is known about such methods. In particular, such methods preserve positivity and convergence of sequences. See, e.g., Hardy [4] . We shall call such a method shift-invariant provided for every sequence {an} of real numbers for which lim".M Ej™o »»",,«,• = a exists and is finite we have lim,,..,*, ^/,0»!",j%i = a. The (C, 1) method, i.e. mijj=\/(i+\) for j£i and mitj = 0 for j>i, is an example of a shift-invariant method. We shall say the sequence {ar.} is Msummable if lim«..«, E;" o ^n.fis exists.
Theorem.
Let P be a probability measure defined on % and let M be a positive, regular, shift-invariant summation method. 
